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La Fausse Suivante
The False Servant
Playing with borders
Project 2008/2009
A bilingual French Classic by Marivaux

Project created by BordCadre Cie and the British company
Third party with their associated director John Wright –
founder of Told By An Idiot Theatre Company, Middlesex
University’s Theatre Department, contributor to the Globe
Theatre, the National Mask Studio and the National Theatre
Studio.

We propose to perform Marivaux’s comedy – La Fausse
Suivante / The False Servant – in a bilingual production with a
mixed French & British cast of 6 actors. The play will be
performed in both languages: there will be 2 versions of the
show, one in English with some French and one in French with
some English*. The choice of language will be determined
relative to characters, situations or the emotional resonance of
ideas.
* or in yet another language, as the company has four nationalities
at its core and is fluent in many other languages.
Without forsaking the richness of language or the virtuosity of
Marivaux’s text, this production aims to be playful, visual and
physical – in the broadest sense of the word – by involving the
body and the very body language of the actor. This production
follows on from BordCadre’s work at the Théâtre National de
l’Odéon as part of the Laboratoire de Théâtre (theatre research
project) between 1998 and 2002 and John Wright’s research on
the « Tragic Clown », carried out in Barcelona, and developed
with Third Party in their productions.

Team
Directors

Cécile Rist
& John Wright

Assistant
Set designer
Choreographer
Light designer
Actors

Tom Morton
Mathieu Crescence
Jean-Philippe Costes Muscat
Carole Van Bellegem
Fanny Catel-Chanet
Nicholas Collet
Anthony Gleave
Dounia Sichov
Bastien d’Asnières
Guillaume Tobo

Production & performances
The play will be produced, premiered and performed in France
and the United Kingdom. The production duties will be
handled both by BordCadre and Third Party [as executive
producers - associated for a theatre or an artistic venture such
as a festival].
2008
Opening in North of France on November 17
Tour in Nord of France & Paris
2009
Tour in UK from end of January
& possible production in London
Tour in France (Paris & Avignon Festival)

On the 1st of June (still in process)
Coproduction : BordCadre & Third party / France : North
Region, Pas de Calais Département, British Council, Aragon
Theatre in Avion, Café de la Danse in Paris with the support
of Le Quai in Angers and The European Program Interreg… /
UK : The Royal Theatre in Margate, The Lowry in
Manchester, The Christ’s Hospital in Horsham, The Castle
Theatre in Wellingborough, The Arts Center in Stamford….

La Fausse Suivante
The False Servant
« Education sensuelle et affranchissement de la morale »
Direction
The show will be directed by Cecile Rist, a young and bold
French writer and director, teamed with the experienced John
Wright, whose work with Trestle or Told by an Idiot needs no
introduction.
Cecile Rist will direct this bilingual production with a cast of
English, French and Russian actors with whom she has
developed the project during the past year in France.
Former work by Cecile includes, as a writer and director,
ConnectiC – revived in Paris in September 2008 at Le Café de
la Danse – and Only once upon a time, and as a director The
Lover by Harold Pinter and The Legs by Marivaux
Summary
Our heroine the False Servant, follows the man she has been
promised to the countryside incognito. She wins his friendship,
pretending to be a young knight, poor and bright. Soon the
man opens his soul to his new friend, the dark soul of a
depraved libertine, a seducer with no qualms whatsoever. She
wanted to know what this husband to be was like, now she
knows: she resolves not to marry him, but to stay and trick the
villain at his own game.
The adventure begins…
Pitch
The young lady is a virgin. She sometimes presents herself as a
servant, sometimes as a young poor nobleman, and seems to
master this game and her destiny.
But at what price?
To what extent is she willing to pay of her person to discover
the secrets of life and sexuality?
The False Servant reveals our fascination for the evil and the
cruelty associated to desire that lies at the heart of human
nature.
It juxtaposes the sexual and emotional initiation of a young
woman with a clinical deconstruction of the male and female
archetypes that straddle our subconscious so powerfully and
articulate our entire vision of love and seduction.

Languages
How far can the use of two languages take us? How far can the
use of different accents enrich this game of truth and lies each
character plays in order to disguise himself, to manipulate the
other, to achieve his goals and above all to survive the risks of
the situations?
Opposing talk of the heart and talk of the mind, Marivaux’s
text lays out the struggle between Desire and Control through
a playful plot mixing money, sex and identity issues.
This theme of control and desire is at the very heart of our
modern “Western” society in which we tend to limit the risks
of being alive –trying to find reassurances or insurances
against any kind of event that could happen to us but also
transforming our life so that it conforms to a predetermined
pattern from which all surprises seem to have been excised.
True desire has an animal quality which usually deprives us of
an accurate and clever use of language. More than a goal it’s a
movement to escape any plan we could make, an attempt to
jump into the living process itself, suppressing the distance
between us and our life, suppressing our ability to describe the
events that happen or could happen to us, suppressing our
ability to visualise the world in a rational state of mind.
True desire is a state of emergency that reintroduces the
Present and the question of Life and Death into our existence.
Language on the other hand introduces space and time
between the material world and the human. There’s a gap, a
difference between the words and the world. It also becomes a
useful tool, a third hand to manipulate the “reality” and shape
it to suit our tastes. Only poetry tries to fill the gap, revealing
the second nature of language: it’s a reality in itself where
power lies with the best talker.
The use of a foreign language by actors brings a physical
dimension to the struggle in the act of speech that allows us to
underline the conflict between the defeated desire to speak and
the language that gradually become the only viable reality.
Misunderstandings, difficulties in talking or lying
convincingly, inabilities to communicate, the potential to
mislead the other through a specific use of words, the charm of
an accent that can hide the cruelty of the intentions; all these

are just some of the devices which lie at the disposal of this
British/French collaboration.

Body and movement
The body is at risks in the False Servant. She risks her
integrity, her virginity, her freedom.
She even risks her life through a possible fight. The False
Servant is ready to gamble everything, not so much to
triumph over “evil” as to experience it.
Here lies the ambiguity of the play.
Working with choreographer Jean Philippe Coste-Muscat,
we’ll introduce some a dance/contact aesthetic through a
visual exploration of the links between Desire and “evil”: when
the language tries to maintain a semblance of order it is
destroyed under the pressure of Desire.
Both cultures have a different use of their body and a different
set of unconscious limits to physical interaction. For instance
when English actors seem to move their body in a very precise
execution of the movements, French actors seem to follow
their body and be “moved” by it. It brings about two different
natures of movement and different uses of space: this in turn
allows us to provoke each other and set new rules for using
space and playing the body language, a set of rules that draws
awareness to the universal invariables that are common to
Man.

Set, costume and atmosphere
A almost empty square space crossed by curves allowing the
actors to dance their way to their goals or to stumble and fall
down. Using props, light moveable elements of design and
natural materials, we’ll create a sensual atmosphere
contrasting with the mathematic structures of the lines and
the coldness of the modern technologies of today.
The costumes have their own role to perform, being both a
second skin and an attempt to present a stable identity that
each character will lose during the game as the invitation to
get under the costume and explore the flesh becomes too much
to resist, dismissing the social animal.
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